Title word cross-reference

(4n − 9)/3 [YYN10]. 0 [ESAA18]. 1
[ESAA18, SCK15]. 2
[ABMOK10, ABMM+12, SNMSA10, SG17,
SCK15, WW05]. 3 [ABN+06, CG12,
EMSY12, EPR06, VPS14, WL06]. k
[BBFN10, Khe16]. st [CT08]. t [ERA07].

-D [WW05]. -diagnosable [ERA07].
-dimension [SG17]. -exclusion [BBFN10].
-nearest [Khe16]. -order [CT08].

1 [RCSQ09].

2 [BM07]. 2008 [DS09]. 25th [Sto10].

802.11 [MBB10, SCCrL06, SK14].

Accelerating [FA08, MUIN13, UIN14].
acceleration [OMKN17, TNTI16].
accelerator [ESAA18, SEM14]. access
[AWGW08, BB09a, CL06, EMERF15,
MUIN13, YHY05]. accesses [ST11].
Accuracy [RCSQ09, DSI11, GST07].
Accurately [HSL10]. achieving
[BWHR07]. acoustic [HBB+17]. across
[Khe16, RGS06]. activation [DBD11].
active [PB13]. actor [AGB10]. actual
[OCV15]. actuators [Vo17]. Ad
[MB10, AAH08, BBFN10, Che07, DW05,
DB08, IS14, MBB10, RGS06, SCCrL06, SK14, SKZ12, WCI11, YHY05, XM10.

Adaptation [KN15, MRA’06, Suz05].

Adaptive [dSOK17, BH11, BMPV14, CdO16, Ila12, OGD11, WLW12], advance [SCPBO9].

Adapted [Cho08, FNB11].

Advanced [dSOK17, BH11, BMPV14, CdO16, Ila12, OGD11, WLW12].

Advances [Cho08, FNB11].

Adapting [PRMF17].

Affect [CB10].

Against [YM15, ZYM17].

Agent [FCL+11, Jon16, JMA17, KX05, TP11].

Agents [CL06, CCLT08].

Aggregation [OJ10, ZPW10].

Aging [PGL16].

AGWMS [CCLT08].

AI [SSHM17].

Algorithm [Alive16a, ALD16b, AAAA16, BCJ06, BBFN10, BS17, CSNB11, CT08, CG12, DA09, DB08, EMSY12, EDN05, ERA07, GACdM16, GKB11, GSSR17, HL16, HRF10, IA11, JZZ11, KLMW10, Khe16, LLW06, Mah11, NDP12, SPBD05, SR12, SMOK06, VSB07, XFC808, XCW13, YYN10].

Algorithmic [LR06, DP09, GG11, GWJ09].

Algorithms [CSA14, EMERF15, Fer06, JJJZ12, Li10a, Li10b, LZ07, MS16, SD07, ZYLH09].

Alike [KF07].

Allocation [ABMOK10, ABM+12, DA09].

Along [LT15].

Altix [Fat10].

Ambient [HBB+17].

Ambiguity [SG17].

Among [RG10, YW11].

Analyzing [BRW+15].

Analysis [Aba15, ACY05, BH17, BMPV14, CML10, CFK17, CSAdS15, EdM16, ERA07, GR07, HY16, LZ05, SSHM17, SSS+17, SKP13, SD07].

Analytic [OMK17].

Analytical [GS11, LL08, GSSR17].

Analyzing [GSSR17].

Announcement [Ano15a].

Anomaly [CSAdS15].

Ant [AP18, UIN14].

Antennas [LZ05].

Anticipation [MJA17].

Anycast [JTZX05].

Application [EdM16, Fat10, GG11, HSSS09, JWWZ16, Mon07].

Applications [Jon16, YR11, AZS17, CWT14, LL08, OGD11, PK07, SK15, SHSS09, Suz05, YW11, dMGBS09].

Applied [RH07, MB10].

Approach [AIN13, AAK16, AOKK08, BH17, ECL+14, ER14, GR07, JWZL13, LHIN09, MM15, NNRS15, PB13, PGL16, RSR15, SS13, SMOK06, TAMM15, TP11, VBA12, WS13, YS09].

Approaches [Che07, DNPT12].

Approaching [LX08].

Appropriate [LC15].

Approximate [Nak14a].

Approximation [GACdM16].

Approximations [RCSQ09].

Aquifer [CS16].

Architecture [ABN+06, ABF15, CTS+11, FBC+15, GB08, HLY11, JEH09, KK17, WBP16].

Architectures [AZS17, AR14, BMPV14, GPZ08, HYJ16, LR06, SRTE09, TJKY10, Zhoa06].

Area [BS17].

Arithmetic [BP09].

Arrays [Gor06, PGFA17].

Art [TNTI16, Gor06].

Artificial [DS11, PGFA17].

ASM [BPV18].

ASM-based [BPV18].

Aspects [GSSR17, Yu15].

Assamese [SS13].

Assessing [DNPT12].

Assessment [Fat10].

Assignment [CSNB11, Li10b].

Assignments [Kim16].

Assisted [CMM17, PGFA17].

Associate [SO17, TAO17].

Astroinformatic [KZS17].

Asymmetric [SPBD05].

Attacks [YM15].

Attenuation [HBB+17].

Attributive [KA12].

Auctions [KA12].

Augmented [ACLI3, WB15].

Australian [AP12].

Authentication [BMM12].

Automata [AIHA05, CS16, Mar18].

Automatic [AMuHK15, EdM16, KZS17].

Automaton [AS16, CSA16, FK07, Mar17].

Automaton-based [CSA14].

Autonomic [Suz05].

Autonomous [AGB10, BS17].

Availabilities [LT15].

Available [SCCrL06].

Average [SK14, CB10].

Avoid [CFZ+10].

Aware [LK08, RGS06, SS12, TBMB18].

Awareness [AXM+15].

Balancing [LGW13, XCW13].

Band [HBB+17].

Bandit [KT17].

Bandwidth [JZL11, LKO8, SCCrL06].

Bandwidth-efficient [LK08].

Based [ALD16a, ALD16b, AGa11, AAAA16].
cyber-physical [Guo14, JWZL13, WCL14].

dispersion [CSA14]. disruption [DKN10]. dissected [OJ10]. dissemination [LK08].
distance [MUIN13]. Distributed [LGW13, SRTE09, Wcw11, Xcw13, AKE13, BD14, COZ08, DB08, DP09, FNB11, GACdM16, GPZ08, Guo06, Hlz+12, IS14, JZZ12, KIm16, KX05, LMS16, LC15, MDJ10, PB13, SN14, SCK15, SR12, SMOK06, WB16, WvTB+07, Xu06, YS09]. distribution [GSSSR17, HWS08, RCSQ09]. distributions [CdO16]. dividing [CML10].
dynamic [AP18, CFQS12, Dis09, SPBD05]. dynamical [ACY05, Bul09]. dynamically [BF06]. dynamics [KPK13, MJGA17, SN14].
eager [RBU13]. eavesdroppers [ZYM17]. Eddie [Ano17]. edge [HH13]. Editor [Xia08]. Editorial [ATA07, ADOKM10, Ano05, Ano09, Ano13, Li10c, Sto10, Sto15, Ano14, Ano15b, Ano16].
effect [ABMM+12, ACY05, SG17, Vre17, WB15].
Efficacy [OT17]. efficiency [RCSQ09].
Efficient [BBD11, DA16, RNMQ12, AKE13, BCJ06, CR13, HRF10, HDK05, IS14, LK08, MUIN13, MBB10, SK15, SKP13, SCPB09, TBMB18, VS07, VBA12, WWKK15, XC12, YHWZ12]. effort [TJKY10]. eigensolver [GPZ08]. elastic [SHB17]. Electric [MCYG13, JWZL13, MMS+17, Oga17].
gates [Pri17b, Sch17]. gateway [KMS10].
gateway-based [KMS10]. gaze [EPR06].
GCA [JEH09]. GCC [Xia08]. gene
[MM15], general [BCL09], generalised
[DYZ09, SR12, YYN10]. Generalized
[YMLC07]. generation
[AR14, BH11, Fer06]. generations [Chi09].
generator [TNT16]. Generic
[GWJO9, HSSS09]. Genetic
[Sin17, Bul09, EDN05, GKB11, SMOK06].
Genetic-variable [Sin17]. genomic
[FNRV15]. geographic [LS13, LGW13].
geometric [DKN10]. Getting
[DV08]. Global
[KMS10, CEW+10, JW06, MJGA17,
SG17, ZYM17]. Gnutella [HWS08].
Google [GB08]. governing [SN14].
GPU
[ADL16a, ADL16b, BCL09, MUN13,
TNT16, UIN14, YW11]. GPU-based
[ADL16a, ADL16b, YW11]. GPU-LMDDA
[ADL16a]. GPU-OSDDA [ADL16b].
GPUs [DD11, Nak14b]. grand
[LR06, SEM14]. graph [AGM13, MM15].
graph-theoretic [MM15].
graphics [ABN+06, CIM+09, HRR+14].
graphs
[CFQS12, CHJ+14, KOX16, YPD11].
Gray [AR14]. grey [DBD11]. grey-level
[DBD11]. grid [BH11, DA09, HB14].
SRG+11. SCPB09. VB12. ZPW10. COZ08.
GB08. PK07. Tra11. grid-based
[DA09, ZPW10]. grids
[BWR07, DSI11, GKB11, KR17, LAW14, LSB+14].
Gridscape [GB08]. Group
[LK08, WCC05].
Group-aware [LK08]. groups [Kim16].
guard [LZ05]. Guest
[Li10c, Xia08]. guide
[Bul16, HSSS09].

Hadoop [WCW13]. Hamiltonian
[DYZ09]. Hamiltonian-connectivity
[DYZ09]. Hamiltonicity
[DYZ09]. handoff [LZ05].
Hardware
[ESAA18, KF07, OA17, GST07].
hardware-oriented [GST07]. harmony
[ESAA18]. hats [ZKG17]. healthy
[SSS+17]. heap
[GACdM16]. heterogeneous
[Chi09, DNPT12, GACdM16, MS16, MT08.
MPSHH08. Nas10, SPB05, SS12].
heuristic [Li10b, Mah11]. Hierarchical
[BWR07, EMSY12, MS16, HLY11, Nas10].
Hierarchical-based [EMSY12]. hierarchy
[WCC05]. High
[KR17, ECL+14, HL16.
LZS+10, LH10, SNMSA10, SP09, SHSS09].
High-performance
[KR17, SNMSA10, SHSS09]. Highly
[ZMX+13, DW05, SKZ12, Wal08]. Hilbert
[HLP07]. Hilbert-order [HLP07]. history
[CL06]. HMM
[EMSY12]. hoc
[AAH08, BBFN10, Che07, DW05, DB08.
IS14, MB10, RGS06, SCCr106. SK14.
SKZ12, YHY05. WCW11, XM10, MB10].
homogeneous [GACdM16]. honeycomb
[ZYLH09]. hop
[CTS+11]. hop-count
[CTS+11]. Hopfield
[ER14]. host
[DSI11]. hosted
[uDZD16]. HPC
[ECL+14, MSM+12]. HPRD
[LH10]. hub
[RSR15]. human
[JWWZ16].
human-computer
[JWWZ16]. hybrid
[BWR07, JWWZ16, LW07, SS13, SPB05.
WCL14, XFC10, YWH13]. hydro
[HBB+17]. hyper
[RCQ09]. hyper-exponential
[RCQ09]. hyperbolic
[Mar18]. hypercube
[HH13]. hypercube-like
[HH13]. hypercubes
[US16]. hypergraph
[MTW12].
Hypothesis
[NNRS15, HB14].

I/O
[RBU13]. IDA*
[Mah11]. identical
[DNPT12]. identifier
[HYJ16]. identifier/locator
[HYJ16]. identifying
[EDN05, MM15]. identity
[BMM12]. identity-based
[BMM12]. IEEE
[AWGW08, MB10, SCCr106, SK14]. IFR
[LL08]. II
[GB08, SBC+06]. image
[CMM17, DBD11, DD11, Gor06, KF07].
images
[AHA08]. IMAKA
[SK15]. IMAKA-Tate
[SK15]. impact
[HBS08, YW11]. implement
[CCLT08]. Implementation
[KK17, AIN13, AAAA16,

job [HLZ12]. Journeys [SBC05, SBC06].


massively

Matching

maximizing

measuring

mechanism

matrices

Matrix

Maximal

maximisation

maximising

maximum

measuring

mechanism

matrices

memristors

mesh

mesh-connected

meshes

mesh-based

mesoscopic

memory

message

message-passing

messages

meta-pipeline

metadata

methods

metric

metrics

microblogging

microsensor

middleware

migration

migration-enhanced

Min

Min-heaps-based

miner

Minimising

minimum

mining

mixed

mixed-precision

MMPP

MMPP/M/1

mobile

mobility-aware

model

multi-objective

multi-paradigmatic

multi-path

multi-processor

multi-rate

multi-routing

multi-scale

Multi-shared-trees

multi-tenant

multi-tree

multi-unit

multi-versioned

MultiCast

multicomputer
multicomputers [ABMOK10, ABMM+12].
multicore [AR14, EMERF15].
multidimensional [Urr08]. multihop [Li10a]. Multimedia [BDT07, Dje07, GR07]. multiphysics [BSG+16]. multiple [BBFN10, GSSR17, IA11, Li10a, YW11, ZCT07]. multiplication [HLF07].

network [AKE13, CTS+11, DKN10, ER14, EPR06, HL16, KX05, KK17, LZR+10, Shao07, SR13, SO17, SS12, Szcz10, TJKY10, TAMM15, WL06, WCL14, Li10c, MMT+15]. network-on-chip [TJKY10]. networked [ADOKM10, EFBPMOA12, Pri17b]. Networking [FNRV15, Yu15]. Networks [An06, AIN13, AGB10, AOKK08, BB09a, BBNF10, Bul09, Bul16, CFQS12, CSNB11, Che06, Che07, CWS11, CR13, CH14, Cho08, CSA14, CFK17, CLM+17, DW05, DB08, DP09, DV08, DYZ09, DS11, GS11, GKST10, GHMSR12, HH13, HDK05, Il12, IS14, IA11, JJZ12, LW07, LWZ08, Li10a, Li10b, LS13, LGW13, LZ05, LZ07, LHIN09, MT08, MD13, MSH10, MB10, Mis07, NNR15, NDP12, PWL09, QA07, RG10, SNMS10, SCCrL06, SK14, SOKM05, SKP13, SS17, SYL07, SKZ12, TBMB18, VRVG11, Vol17, WWKK15, WLWL12, WW17, WS13, X12, YMLC07, YY10, YMY15, YHY05, ZCT07, ZPW10, ZW08, VRV12, XM10]. networks-on-chip [SNMSA10]. neural [AIN13, DS11, ER14, EPR06, SO17]. neuron [PGFA17]. next [BH11].
optimizations [LR06], optimized [Pri17b], optimum [SYLS07]. OptimUSIG [DBD11], orchestration [FBC+15], order [CT08, HLP07], ordering [HRF10]. organised [Ila12], organization [HDK05]. organizing [ZCT07]. Oriented [DS09, CCLT08, ECL+14, LLW06, XFCH08, GST07], oscillator [MJGA17]. OSDDA [ADL16b]. Out-of-core [CIM].


Papers [Xia08, MW08]. paradigm [YHY05]. paradigmatic [SHSS09]. Parallel [AR14, BM07, Chio9, DHRCB10, Gor06, HRR+14, Mah11, PK07, AAA16, BCJ06, BPS+11, BSG+16, BB09b, EMSY12, EDN05, FNB11, JEH09, KF07, Li05, Li10c, MTW12, RNMQ12, RH07, Sha06, SEM14, SMS15, Sto06, Wal08, dMDBS09, CDF+07, DS09, HSSS09]. Parallel/High [DS09]. parallelisation [BMVPV14, EdM16]. parallelism [ACY05]. parameter [SN14]. parking [LS14]. Partial [EG18, ER14]. partially [ET09, SD07]. participatory [KA12]. particle [BPS+11, KPK13, MS16, Vre17].


Routing [ZYLH09, BB09a, JW05, DB08, DKN10, HBS08, JTZX05, JW06, Li10b, LS13, LGW13, MB10, RGS06, SYLS07, SS12, TBMB18, US16, VRVG11, WW05, YHWZ12, YWC09, DA16]. rule [AMV07]. running [LL08].


Scalable [KN15, BRW+15, JEH09, WWKK15, YWC09]. scale [BWHR07, CEW+10, CG12, FBC+15, HSL10, Su07].

scan [AAAA16]. scenarios [GR07].

schedule [DNPT12]. Scheduling [Li05, CH14, EMERF15, EFBBPMMOA12, GACdM16, GKB11, GBJ15, JZZ11, JWZL13, LLW06, SPBD05, SYLS07, SD07, SCPB09, SMOK06, VRV12, WL06, XC12, YWGH13].

scheme [AKE13, BMM12, DW05, HLP07, LW07, LS13, LZ05, SS17, VRVG11, XC12, YWC09]. schemes [LGW13, uDZD16, SKF13, SRT09, YWGH13, ZW08, CDF+07].

Scholarly [AXM+15]. Scientific [DS09, GWJ09, HSSS09, MERM+12, SHS09, WC13]. SDN [FBC+15]. Sea [TB16].

seamless [SKZ12]. search [ESAA18, GSSS17, LW08, LYZ+10, MAH11, OT17, SL17, SMS15, TNN16]. searching [LMW07]. Secure [SCJ14, LMS16, SK15].


[ABF15]. semi [VS89]. semi-supervised [VSB07].

sensing [Che06, KA12]. sensor [AGB10, AKE13, BB09a, Che06, CR13, CH14, CSA14, CLM+17, DP09, GHMS12, HMK05, IA11, LGW13, MSSH08, NNRS15, NDF12, RG10, SKP13, SS17, SYLS07, SR13, SKZ12, SS12, TBMB18, WS13, XC12, XM10].

separation [HYJ16]. sequence [AR14, XFC08]. sequence-based [XFC08]. Service [BH11, AGM13, BRW+15, CCLT08, GS11, LX08, MSSH08, OGD11, WBP16, XFC08].

service-computing [LX08]. service-oriented [CCLT08, XFC08].


signal [Nak14a, Pri17b]. Simple [Nak14b, Bu09, GMM10, LX08, Vre17].

Simulation [HBB+17, BSG+16, CS16, HRR+14, HSSS09, KR17, SN14, TB16].


SMRS [YWC09]. snapshots [WCV11].


[ECL\textsuperscript{+}14, LL08, Zha16, ZW08]. tolerant
[CSW11, DKN10, JW06, KLMW10, US16, WW05, YZ13]. toolkit [SRG\textsuperscript{+}11]. tools
[Mar18]. topology
[HBS08, SNMSA10, SJ17, VPS14]. trackers
[EPR06]. tracking [LS14, PRMF17]. tradeoffs [RG10]. trading [AAK16]. traffic
[CSAd15, LLW06, SS12, TJKY10, WKK15]. trailer [Mon07]. trajectories
[TZG16]. trajectory [CWT12, CWT14]. transaction
[BF06, Guo06]. transaction-based [Guo06]. transition
[SKZ12]. Translating [Mar09].
Transmission [WLWL12, PFA17, WW17].
Transport [OCV15, MMS\textsuperscript{+}17]. travelling
[UN14]. tree
[Aga11, LZS\textsuperscript{+}10, OT17, RGS06]. tree-based
[Aga11]. trees [JTZX05, SJ06]. trust
[VBA12]. Tunable [Wal10]. Twister
[Fre16]. two [Mar17, Mar18]. type
[GSR17]. types [Vre17]. typing
[JWWZ16].

Ubiquitous [LDB\textsuperscript{+}14, ADOKM10]. UMTS
[KMS10]. UMTS/WLAN [KMS10].
uncertainty [NA12]. unconventional
[Sch17]. understanding [JJZ12]. unified
[MM\textsuperscript{+}12, MTS10]. uniform [LLW06].
unit [AD16a, AD16b, HRR\textsuperscript{+}14]. units
[BPO9]. universal [Mar17]. universality
[NA12]. unstructured
[HLW07, LWZ08, MD13]. update
[HBS08]. updating [AS16]. Uplink [WL06].
upper [Che06]. UREA [NDP12]. usage
[SCJM14]. use [FBC\textsuperscript{+}15, GHSS07]. useless
[WM09, WM13]. user [PRMF17]. USFD
[MM\textsuperscript{+}12]. Using [EN16, RB13, AGB10,
AAK16, ATARY09, AP18, BPS\textsuperscript{+}11, BM07,
BS17, CCLT08, CML10, DBD11, DA16,
ESA18, ER14, EG18, GSSR17, Gor06,
IBCC15, JTZX05, Kim16, KA12, KPK13,
LZ05, MUIN13, PWL09, RP07, SS13, SS17,
SR13, TNT116, WCC05, WW05]. utility
[AAK16, GKB11]. Utilization [FK17].

value [OT17]. VANET [WCY15].
VANETs [BMM12]. variable [Sin17].
variety [Ab15]. varying [CFQS12].
VCDE [SRG\textsuperscript{+}11]. vector
[ADL16a, ADL16b, EN16]. vectors
[AAAA16]. vehicle [MCYG13].
vehicle-to-grid [MCYG13]. vehicles
[JWZ13]. vehicular [SKZ12, YM15].
verification [Guo06, uNZD16]. versioned
[ST11]. versus [RCSQ09]. via [WLWL12].
video
[Aga11, BDT07, IBC15, Mon07, RP07].
view [AAAS\textsuperscript{+}13, MTS10]. viewing
[Mon07]. Virtual [LZWD15, AP18, SS17,
SRG\textsuperscript{+}11, YWGH13, dSOK17].
virtualisation [TAMM15]. visual [YR11].
Vladimir [Prl17c]. Volume [Sto10].
volunteer [GBJ15].

wake [CH14]. waLBerla [BSG\textsuperscript{+}16]. walk
[MBB10, SG17]. walking [SS\textsuperscript{+}17]. walks
[BBF10]. Watermarking [CG12]. wave
[MJGA17, BM12]. WAVE-enabled
[BM12]. wavelength
[CSNB11, Li10b, LZ07]. waypoints
[SBC\textsuperscript{+}06]. WDM [CSNB11, Li10b].
weakest [LA13]. weakly [Mar17]. web
[AM11, PRMF17, CML10]. weighted
[VRV12, CDF\textsuperscript{+}07]. weighting [MB10].
wide [HBB\textsuperscript{+}17]. WiFi [DV08]. Wireless
[Auo06, XM10, AGB10, AKE13, AAO8,
Che07, CTS\textsuperscript{+}11, CR13, Cho08, CSA14,
CLM\textsuperscript{+}17, DW05, DP09, IA11, Li10a,
LGW13, LZ05, LHIN09, MPSSH08,
NNRS15, NDP12, RG10, SKP13, SS17,
SYLS07, SR13, SKZ12, SS12, TBMB18,
WLWL12, WS13, XC12, YHY05, ZPW10].
within [DA09]. WLANs [AWG08].
workflow
[CCLT08, COZ08, GJB15, Iha08, Kar12]. workflows
[DA09, DNPT12, MM\textsuperscript{+}12].
workloads [OMK17]. workshop [MW08].
Wormhole [CWT12, AOKK08].
wormhole-switched [AOKK08]. writer
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[KLMW10]. WSNs [ZYM17].
WWASN2007 [MW08].
x86 [EdM16]. Xen [dSOK17]. Xen-based [dSOK17].
Young [Kim16].
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